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DTK Bureau Service
DTK Textiles offers a custom bureau service for your logos, patterns and other designs. All custom
bureau service items are shipped ready to heat apply- just remove any protective backing, position
and press according to recommended settings.
Bureau service items are produced using the same high quality materials that DTK Textiles sells in
roll stock form. All you need to begin using products is a heat press!

Pricing:

Due to the highly variable nature of custom items, each bureau service item is quoted based on
total size and quantity ordered. Minimum orders are $25.00 for pre-coloured Cad-Cut items
and $30.00 for full colour digital print items. No additional setup fees apply for standard,
suitable, individual designs that exceed minimum order costs.
For a quote, please contact us today.

Turn Around Times:

Average turn around times are 3-4 working days, however larger jobs may require additional
time to process and may need to be issued in batches.

Colour Matching:

DTK Textiles will match provided PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM® spot colours upon
request in vector artwork. Please note that the limitations of the CMYK process may result in
variations from the chosen colour.

Artwork Requirements:

All raster file graphics are required to be 300 pixels per inch at the requested print size.Vector
artwork should be provided in CMYK or spot-colour colour mode. Please convert all fonts to
curves or provide used font files as required.
Supported files include: JPG, TIFF, AI, EPS, PDF, CDR.
These artwork requirements are a general guide only.
DTK Textiles reserves the right to reject jobs that do not meet artwork requirements.

Copyright:

DTK Textiles reserves the right to request written authority from copyright holders prior to
processing any bureau service job.
PANTONE MATCHING SYSTEM® Is the property of PANTONE,Inc.
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Pre-Spaced Names
Pre-Spaced Names make commemorative garments easy. Simply
provide your names to DTK Textiles in a text file (one name per line)
or in a spreadsheet (one name per cell), with an order form with the
material, font and size you require, we’ll do the rest. Pre-spaced
Names are shipped cut, weeded and ready to heat apply.

Pre-Spaced Names
SIZE

Max Width

MM

MM

25

26 to 50 51 to 100 101 to 249

250

5 to 9

10 to 25

150

$2.70

$2.45

$2.40

$2.30

$2.15

$2.05

40

200

$2.90

$2.70

$2.60

$2.45

$2.40

$2.30

50

280

$3.20

$3.15

$3.00

$2.80

$2.70

$2.55

65

300

$3.95

$3.70

$3.50

$3.35

$3.15

$3.00

75

320

$4.80

$3.95

$3.75

$3.60

$3.40

$3.20

100

350

$6.50

$5.90

$5.60

$5.10

$4.85

$4.60

SINGLE NAMES: Quantities under 5 $8.25ea + speciality charge if applicable
2 COLOUR: Double the one colour price
SYMBOLS: Add 60c / word
VERTICAL ARCH: Add 20% to prices shown
ATHLETIC SCRIPT: Add 30% to prices shown (all non standard fonts)
SPECIALITY MATERIALS: Add 30% to prices shown
REFLECTIVE: Add 40% to prices shown
CAD CUT SUBBLOCK 2: Add 20% to prices shown
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Numeral Price List
All prices are exclusive of GST. Background and foreground styles share the same price.

FB
PB
Shd

Black

White

Gold

Sky

Royal

Navy

Green

Forest

Red

Maroon

Nouv
100mm:
Styles available:

FB, FB Background, PB, Shd, Nouv, Nouv Background.

Individual Price:

$0.95

Pack (10) Price:

$7.50 ($0.75 ea)

150mm:
Styles available:

FB, FB Background, PB, Shd.

Individual Price:

$1.25

Pack (10) Price:

$10.50 ($1.05 ea)

200mm:
Styles available:

FB, FB Background, PB, Shd, Nouv, Nouv Background.

Individual Price:

$1.45

Pack (10) Price:

$13.00 ($1.30 ea)

250mm:
Styles available:

FB, FB Background, PB, Shd, Nouv, Nouv Background.

Individual Price:

$2.00

Pack (10) Price:

$17.50 ($1.75 ea)

Special Fonts or Colours: add 70 cents per numeral
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Die-Cut Letters
These machine stamped letters come in packs of 20 in most sizes
or packs of I 0 for 75mm high letters. Standard sized orders can
be produced and dispatched in a single working day and as such
provide an affordable solution for both on-demand and in-house
stock garment lettering solutions.
Die Cut Letters can be produced in ThermoFilm and Cad-Cut
Sub Block as standard priced items.

Plain Block (Code PB):

Full Block (Code FB):
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Accessories
There are certain products that are simply required for a business in the field of heat pressing and
heat applied vinyls.
DTK Textiles offers a range of premium accessories to help your business function at its peak during
day to day operations. For more information on techniques and processes to enhance your
imprinting processes, please visit our website www.dtktextiles.com.au or call us on (08) 8357 5444
to speak to our friendly team.

Ez-Weeder:

This handy tool is used to easily weed excess film from Cad-Cut
and digital print products.

Thermo Tape:

Heat resistant tape used to hold transfers in place during heat
application. Adhesive will not attach to surfaces when pressed.
Available in 9mm wide, 65.8m long rolls.

Heat Eraser:

Rub over freshly pressed heat transfers to absorb residual heat.
Ideal for decreasing cooling times of"peel cold" transfers.
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Heat Seal Cover Sheets
Whilst many products can be applied with a cover sheet, it is
recommended to use one as it can protect your transfers, garments
and heat press.

Teflon Sheets:

Protects garments and transfers during pressing processes. Used to cover your garment before
pressing. This product is highly reusable.
3 micron:
46cm x 46cm: $28.65 + GST

Kraft Paper Sheets:

Brown paper cover sheet. Can be reused a number of times.
Kraft Paper (38cm x 48cm):
5 Sheet Pack: $7.20 + GST
25 Sheet Pack: $32.85 + GST
I00 Sheet Pack: $125.00 + GST

Silicone Paper Sheets:

Brown paper cover sheet. Can be reused a number of times.
Kraft Paper (30cm x 42cm):
5 Sheet Pack: $4.15 + GST
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Heat Seal Accessories
Accessories can help prolong the life of your heat press, enhance in printing quality and
improve production times.

"Quick Slip" Platen Pad Protectors

Teflon based lower platen protectors are fitted to your lower platen in order to protect it
from damage during use.
28cm x 38cm:
$59.55 + GST
38cm x 38cm:
$69.90 + GST
40cm x 40cm:
$82.00 + GST
40cm x 50cm:
$92.60 + GST

Teflon Pillows:

Teflon Pillows can be inserted into garments in order to protect against marks left by seams,
buttons and zippers.
Adult 41cm x 46cm:
$53.75 + GST
Youth 41cm x 28cm:
$39.50 + GST
Short Sleeve 25cm x I8cm:
$19.40 + GST
Long Sleeve 46cm x 13cm:
$19.40 + GST
Set of one of sized each pillow (4 total):
$118.60 + GST
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Heat Press Pack

Stahls’ Heat Press Pack

$50 with every Hotronix Heat Press from Stahls’ Pacific or $149.00 + GST
Contents:
Teflon Cover Sheet*
Durable cover sheet for heat transfers, can leave a gloss finish
Quick Slip Pad Protector*
Slip on teflon cover for you lower platen in order to help protect against staining and other
damage.
Teflon Pillow (adult size):
Heat resistant foam core, teflon covered insert for garments to help prevent marks from
buttons, seams and other raised elements. Assists in equalising pressure.
Thermo Tape
Heat resistant tape to help keep transfers in place.
5 x Kraft Paper Sheets (brown)*
Protective paper for heat application. May be reused many times and can be used to enhance a
matte finish.
5 x Silicone Paper sheets (blue)*
Protective paper for heat application. May be reused many times and can be used to enhance a
matte finish.
Heat Eraser
Helps to cool “cold” and “warm” peel transfers after pressing.
*These items may not be available or may vary when supplied with STXCap and STX6 Heat press machines.
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Heat Press Price Pack
A heat press machine is a corner stone of any garment imprinting
business. When you’re looking for a quality, reliable heat press that
you can trust, you needn’t look beyond Stahls’ Hotronix.
Stahls’ Hotronix heat press machines are amongst the most
advanced in the world and feature innovations not seen in any
other heat press on the market.

Payment Required at time of placing order.
Prices do not include freight.
Freight prices are a guide only to CBD area and to be
confirmed at time of sale.

Freight options From Sydney

Freight
Perth
$70

Cap Press
STXCAP
$1795.00 +GST

1) Own Nominated Carrier.
2) Freight to capital city.

Freight
ADL
$55

Freight
ADL
$50

Low proﬁle platen add $150

Freight
Perth
$75

15cm x 15cm
STX6
$1600.00 +GST
Freight Freight
ADL Perth
$100 $140

41cm x 51cm
STX20
$2895.00 +GST

Freight
ADL
$75

Freight
Perth
$100

28cm x 38cm
STX11
$1800.00 +GST
Freight
ADL
$140
Freight
Perth
$170

STXFusion
Fusion
$3650.00 +GST

Freight
ADL
$85

Freight
Perth
$120

40cm x 40cm
STX16
$2475.00 +GST

Freight
ADL
$TBA

Freight
Perth
$TBA

STXAirFusion
Air Fusion
$6550.00 +GST
Air compressor sold separately
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Auto “Mag” Press Fact Sheet
A heat press machine is a corner stone of any garment imprinting
business. When you’re looking for a quality, reliable heat press that
you can trust, you needn’t look beyond Stahls’ Hotronix.
Stahls’ Hotronix heat press machines are amongst the most
advanced in the world and feature innovations not seen in any
other heat press on the market.

A heat press can be the most important piece of equipment for a textile decorating business.
Stahls' Hotronix presses offer a superior level of quality, ease of use and massive potential. The
Hotronix Auto Press range is no exception to this rule. The Auto Press range was designed to
meet professional requirements while maintaining ease of use, this means that the heavy
industrial user and the weekend hobbyist can both make effective use of the Hotronix Auto
Press range with confidence. Offering features such as magnetic Jock down, auto open
functionality and centralized pressure, the Auto Press range produces superior quality presses
time and time again.
Every Hotronix Auto Press includes time saving features:
- The back lit digital LCD display allows you to accurately set press times, temperatures as
well as monitor current temperature, pressure and remaining press time.
- Each Hotronix Auto Press comes with Stahls' patented Auto-Open feature. When the digital
timer reaches zero at the end of a press, the press will automatically open, this means that
every application will be perfectly consistent, even if you have to walk away while pressing.
- Magnetic lock down is a patented feature of all Hotronix Auto Presses and allows the press
to operate at a semi automatic level, meaning operating a heat press has never been easier.
- Anyone who is experienced with heat pressing will tell you about the damage caused by
strike through, when a press exerts too much heat or pressure and damages a transfer to
the point that you can see the fabric showing through. Centralized Pressure, a feature of all
Hotronix Auto Presses give you complete control over the pressure your heat press is set at
and ensures that the pressure will be consistent across the entire platen.
For a full heat press demo, please contact our friendly staff on (08) 8357 5444 to book an
appointment to visit our showroom.
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Fusion Heat Press Fact Sheet
A heat press machine is a corner stone of any garment imprinting
business. When you're looking for a quality, reliable heat press that
you can trust, you needn't look beyond Stahls' Hotronix.
Stahls' Hotronix heat press machines are amongst the most
advanced in the world and feature innovations not seen in any
other heat press on the market.

Designed with the latest in high tech functionality. The Fusion and Air Fusion feature
innovations such as digital presets, touch screen controls and huge steps forward in
functionality.
Features of the Hotronix Fusion include:
- Touch screen controls
- Draw and swinger platen motion.
- Easily interchangeable platens.
- "Threadable" lower platen meaning that the lower platen can be slipped into garments.
- Digital time and temperature readout.
- Live digital pressure readout.
Features of the Air Fusion include:
- Effortless air powered button and foot pedal functionality.
- Touch screen controls.
- Easily interchangeable platens.
- Requires air compressor.
- Digital time and temperature readout.
For a full heat press demo, please contact our friendly staff on (08) 8357 5444 to book an
appointment to visit our showroom.
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